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those about him who may be supposed to have made him so, Ms counsellors and his courtiers. Retaliation is not a thing ho be feared. You might as reasonably be contented with breaking the tables and chairs of a wretch who hath murdered your children, as with slaying the soldiers of a despot who wages war against you. The least you can do in justice or in safety, is, to demand his blood of the people who are under him, tearing in pieces the nest of his brood. The Locrians have admitted only two new laws in two hundred years ; because he who proposes to establish or to change one, comes with a halter round his throat, and is strangled if his proposition is rejected. Let wars, which ought to be more perilous to the adviser, be but equally so: let those who engage in them perish if they lose, I mean the principals, and new wars will be as rare among others as new laws among the Locrians.
Phocion.    Both laws and wars are much addicted to the process of generation.    Philip, I am afraid, has prepared the Athenians for his government ; and yet I wonder how, in a free state, any man of common sense can be bribed.   The corrupter would only spend his money on persons of some calculation and reflection: with how little of either must those be endowed, who do not see that they are paying a perpetuity for an annuity 1    Suppose that they, amid suspicions both from him'in whose favour, and from those to whose detriment, they betray, can enjoy everything liiey receive, yet what security have their children and dependents? Property is usually gained in hope no less of bequeathing than of enjoying it ; how certain is it that these will lose more than was acquired for them!    If they lose their country and their laws, what have they?    The bribes of monarchs will be discovered, by the receiver, to be like pieces of furniture given to a man who, on returning home, finds that his house, in which he intended to place them, has another master.   I can conceive no bribery at all seductive  to  the most profligate,   short  of  that  which ygstahlishes the citizen bribed among the members of a hereditary ,'ifetocracy, which in the midst of a people is a kind of foreiga

